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Case # Description (A)ttempted, (C)ompleted, (F)elony, (M)isdemeanor 

19011448 
Drug /narcotic 
Violations - Po 

 

 
12/05/2019, 22:49 hours 
300 block Garfield Avenue 
Officer conducted a traffic stop.  After investigation, a 21 year old male was arrested for felon in 
possession of a firearm, carrying a concealed weapon, possession of drug paraphernalia and a 
DOC warrant.  A 34 year old male was arrested for possession of a schedule 2 controlled 
substance, possession of an illegally obtained prescription, possession of drug paraphernalia, 
and possession of a concealed weapon. 

19011471 
Warrant Arrest - 
7399 

 

 
12/06/2019 1423 hours 
2400 block of Grand Avenue 
Officers conducted a traffic stop and arrested one 32 year old male on a Marathon County arrest 
warrant.  The same male was also cited for Operating without a License (3rd) and transported to 
the Marathon County Jail without incident. 

19011474 
Fraud - Identity 
Theft 

 

 
12-06-19, 1540 
1500 block of Brady St. 
Officer responded for an identity theft complaint. 

19011476 
Non Reportable 

 

 
12/06/2019 1654 hours 
200 Block of Scott Street 
Officer took a report of possible child abuse. A welfare check was completed, no immediate 
signs of danger. Report sent to Social Services. 

19011475 
Assault - Threat / 
Intimidatio 

 

 
12/06/2019 1659 hours 
100 block Washington St. 
Officer responded to a report of an intoxicated female causing a disturbance in a parking lot.  A 
39 year old female was arrested for threats to law enforcement and bail jumping. 

19011482 
All Other Offenses 

 

 
12/06/2019, 2041 hours 
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700 Block of Scott St 
Officers responded for a physical and verbal argument between a male and female. As a result 
of the investigation a 36 year old female was arrested for felony bail jumping and transported to 
Marathon County jail.  

19011489 
Disorderly Conduct 

 

 
12/07/19, 0016 hours  
100 BLK N 2nd Ave  
Officers responded to report of a family disturbance. After investigation, one male was arrested 
for Disorderly Conduct. 

19011493 
Owi / Dui - Driving 
/operating 

 

 
12/07/2019, 0237 
700 Block N. 1st Av. 
Officer conducted a traffic stop. As a result one 35 year old male was arrested for OWI 1st 
offense. 

19011511 
Theft - Auto Parts & 
Accessori 

 

 

12/07/2019  
700 block of Jefferson St 
Officers responded for a complaint of a stolen license plate.   

19011512 
Probation Violation 
- 90z 

 

 
12/07/2019 1555 
200 block of Jefferson Street 
Officers responded to an anonymous report of a person with an active arrest warrant.  After 
investigation, one 36 year old male was arrested on a Department of Corrections warrant for 
arrest and transported to the Marathon County Jail. 

19011513 
Kidnapping 

 

 
12/07/2019, 1808 hours 
1100 block of Single Ave 
 Officers responded to the area for a physical altercation between a male and female. As a result 
of the investigation, a 29 year old male was arrested for false imprisonment, domestic battery, 
domestic disorderly conduct, and resisting/obstructing charges.  
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19011514 
Owi / Dui - Driving 
/operating 

 

 
12/07/2019, 1826 hours 
800 Block N 2nd Avenue 
Officers responded to the report of a vehicle stuck in a snowbank. A 22 year old male was 
arrested and cited for Operating While Intoxicated 1st Offense. 

19011520 
Burglary/breaking 
& Entering 

 

 

12/07/2019, 1854 Hours 
700 block Werle Ave 
Officers investigated a burglary complaint.  

19011519 
Theft - From Motor 
Vehicle (no 

 

 

12/07/19, 2215 hours  
200 BLK N 1st Ave 
Officer responded to report of a vehicle break in.  

19011526 
Warrant Arrest - 
7399 

 

 
12/08/19, 0427 hours  
N 6th St/ E Bridge St  
Officer conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle after observing a moving violation. The driver was 
cited and arrested on a warrant. 

19011547 
Disorderly Conduct 

 

 
12/08/2019, 1728 Hours 
1000 Block S 8th Avenue 
Officers responded to a report of child enticement occurring via the internet. Report was 
forwarded to Social Services and investigation continued. 

19011551 
Warrant Arrest - 
7399 

 

 
12/08/2019 1944 hours 
200 block E. Kent St. 
Officer responded to a report of a juvenile runaway in a vehicle stolen from her mother.  During 
the course of the investigation, an 18 year old male was arrested for a Marathon County 
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warrant.  The juvenile runaway was transported to a group home at the request of Waupaca 
Social Services. 

19011559 
Non Reportable 

 

 
12/08/19, 2254 hours 
200 Block of Grand Avenue 
Officer responded to a residence for a report of a juvenile female with a capias.  After 
investigation, one juvenile female was arrested and placed in secure detention. 

r_bullac Part A Offenses 


